ABSTRACT To solve the problem that traditional multi-label support vector machine (SVM) classification algorithm adopting nonlinear kernel has been severely restricted from being used on large-scale data sets, we propose fast multi-label low-rank-linearized SVM classification algorithm based on approximate extreme points (AEML-LLSVM). First, it adopts the approximate extreme points' method to obtain representative sets from the training data set. Then, the approximate extreme points' low-rank-linearized SVM (AELLSVM) is trained on the representative sets. The AELLSVM integrates the advantages of approximate extreme points' method and LLSVM. Experimental results on three large-scale multi-label data sets have proven that the training and the testing speed of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm are greatly improved under the premise that its classification performance is similar to that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm and superior to that of other fast multi-label SVM classification algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with traditional classification problem, in multilabel classification, each sample is also represented by single instance, but can have multiple labels simultaneously. Thus these labels are no longer mutually exclusive [1] . In order to solve multi-label classification problem, researchers have proposed lots of multi-label classification methods, mainly including methods based on SVM, neural network, naive bayes, decision tree, K-nearest neighbor (KNN), etc [2] . They have been successfully used in an increasing number of fields such as text classification [3] , [29] , semantic annotation of image and video [4] , [5] , bioinformatics prediction [6] , music emotion classification [7] and so on. But in the real world, there are many applications that need to make multi-label classification on large-scale data sets. This leads to the fact that many current multi-label classification methods cannot be used effectively. They are mainly restricted by overlong training and testing time, which is more obvious in SVM [8] .
SVM [8] is a widely-used machine learning method and has been successfully used in many fields such as face detection, handwritten digit recognition and text automatic classification, etc [9] . Traditional SVM can only solve single label (binary or multi-class) classification problem, but the improved SVM algorithms such as Rank-SVM [10] can solve the multi-label classification problem. But in the real world, many application data sets are nonlinear. To achieve better classification performance, nonlinear kernel function should be adopted. This further restricts current multi-label SVM classification algorithms from being used on large-scale data sets.
To solve the problem that traditional multi-label SVM classification algorithm encounters when used on large-scale data sets, we combine the advantages of approximate extreme points method and low-rank linearized SVM [11] to construct a new multi-label SVM classification algorithm (AEML-LLSVM). It firstly decomposes the multi-label data sets into multiple binary data sets with the binary relevance transformation strategy. Then the approximate extreme points method is used to obtain representative sets from each binary data set. Finally, AELLSVM is trained on each representative set to realize multi-label classification. Experiment results on three public multi-label data sets demonstrate that compared with the available multi-label classification algorithms such as ML-LIBSVM [12] , ML-CVM [13] and ML-BVM [14] , the training and testing time of our proposed algorithm is the shortest. And the data of the five evaluation metrics show that the performance of our proposed algorithm is similar to that of ML-LIBSVM and superior to that of ML-CVM and ML-BVM.
The paper is organized as follows. The related work is introduced in Section II. The AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is implemented in Section III. The experimental results are analyzed in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the past few decades, many multi-label classification algorithms have been proposed and applied because multilabel classification has attracted wide attention in the fields of machine learning, pattern recognition and statistics, etc. These multi-label classification algorithms can be divided into two categories: one is based on problem transformation strategy [31] and the other on algorithm adaptation strategy [2] . Problem transformation strategy is to transform a multi-label classification problem into several single-label classification problems. Therefore, the methods based on problem transformation strategy realize multi-label classification mainly by combining problem transformation strategy and available binary classification methods. The problem transformation strategy mainly includes binary relevance transformation strategy, one-versus-one transformation strategy, one-by-one transformation strategy and label powerset transformation strategy and so on [2] . Commonly-used binary classification methods mainly include SVM, CVM, neural network, decision tree and nearest neighbor and so on.
Zhou et al. [15] , introduces the main problems of binary relevance transformation strategy. Firstly, because it assumes that labels are independent, it will ignore the correlation and intrinsic dependence among labels. Secondly, it will lead to the problem of label data imbalance characterized by the fact that in the binary data sets after transformation, negative instances outnumber positive instances. Despite these problems, the binary relevance transformation strategy is still simple, practical and the data is reversible. Luaces et al. [16] , emphasizes its advantages. Firstly, it can use any binary classifier as the base classifier to realize multi-label classification. Secondly, compared with other methods, the time complexity of binary relevance transformation strategy is relatively low and its computation complexity is linear with the number of labels. Thirdly, as the labels are independent, it can be parallelized easily. Finally, its most important advantage is that it can optimize several loss functions. On the basis of these, the well-known binary relevance transformation strategy is adopted to realize fast multi-label classification in this paper.
The algorithm adaptation strategy realizes multi-label classification by modifying available single-label classification algorithms. On the basis of the classical C4.5 decision tree algorithm, Clare and King [17] propose the C4.5-type multilabel classification algorithm. The proposed algorithm realizes the multi-label classification by modifying the formula of information entropy and allowing the leaf node of decision tree as label set. This multi-label classification algorithm is suitable for small-scale data sets. The Rank-SVM classification algorithm is proposed in [10] and it realizes the multilabel classification by extending the multi-class SVM and minimizing the ranking loss. But these lead to highly complex quadratic programming problem. To overcome the training time-consuming problem of Rank-SVM classification algorithm, Xu [18] , [19] proposes the multi-label classification algorithms of Rank-CVM and Rank-CVMz basing on the core vector machine (CVM [13] ) and the zero label method. They can accelerate the training speed in some degree, but the classification performance is reduced. The multi-label backpropagation neural networks (BP-MLL) classification algorithm [20] introduces a new empirical loss function which considers the features of multi-label classification. Thus it can be used in multi-label classification. But this also leads to a complex unconstrained optimization problem. Multilabel classification algorithm based on k nearest neighbor (ML-kNN [21] ) can obtain label prior and conditional probabilities by adopting the discrete binary bayesian rule for each label independently. This algorithm is only applicable for small-scale data sets.
In conclusion, although many multi-label classification algorithms have been proposed and applied, they are restricted from being used on large-scale multi-label data sets and it is more obvious for the algorithms based on SVM. The proposed AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm can solve this problem effectively. It can reduce the training and testing time greatly under the premise of ensuring its classification performance similar to that of the traditional multi-label SVM classification algorithm.
III. FAST MULTI-LABEL LOW-RANK LINEARIZED SVM CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM BASED ON APPROXIMATE EXTREME POINTS
In this section, we will firstly introduce the concept of approximate extreme points and representative set. Secondly, we will introduce the principle of approximate extreme points lowrank linearized SVM (AELLSVM). Finally, the implementation of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm will be detailed.
A. APPROXIMATE EXTREME POINTS AND REPRESENTATIVE SET
Before introducing the concept of approximate extreme points and representative set, we firstly introduce the definition of extreme points. Assume there is a binary data set which contains N data instances, i.e., X = {x i :
Then the convex hull of X [22] can be defined as the minimal convex set that containing all data instances of X and obtained by considering all the possible convex combinations of data instances of X. Assume X is finite set, then the convex hull of X constitutes a convex polygon. So the extreme points set of X, i.e., EP(X) is composed of the vertices of the convex polygon. EP(X) has a very important property that arbitrary data instance x i of X can be represented by the convex combination of data instances in EP(X), and the formula is as follows.
The above formula shows that arbitrary data instance x i of X can be calculated and obtained with EP(X) and weight parameter δ i,t . Therefore, the extreme points method can reduce the size of X effectively under the premise of retaining the essential information of X. But it should be noted that in some cases, the extreme points method is invalid, because all data instances of X are all extreme points for some kernel functions. For example, in the Gauss kernel space, i.e.,
, if all data instances of X satisfy the Gauss kernel distribution, then every data instance is on the surface of unit ball, thus they are all extreme points of X. Therefore, Nandan et al. [23] proposes the approximate extreme points and representative set to overcome this problem.
Before introducing the concept of approximate extreme points and representative set, assume that the transformation set of X is B = {b i :
Here, (x i ) denotes the representation of data instance x i in the high-dimensional kernel space. Meanwhile, assume that ε is very small positive real number constant, V is positive integer constant which is far smaller than N . For the convenience of later narrative, we assume that V can be divisible by N , then B can be divided into l mutually exclusive subsets, i.e., B l , l = {1, 2, . . . , N V }. That is to say, when l = n and n = {1, 2, . . . ,
for ∀l, |B l | = V and for ∀b i , b j ∈ B l and i = j, we can get y i = y j . Here, |B l | denotes the number of data instances in B l . B lq represents an arbitrary subset of B l , i.e., B lq ⊆ B l . For ∀b i ∈ B l , we can define the following formula.
l is called an approximate extreme ponts set of B l when it satisfies the following condition.
Comparing formulas (1) and (2), it can be found that the weight parameter µ i,t is similar to the weight parameter δ i,t .
So we can define the representative set B * of B as follows.
The representative set B * has similar properties to EP(X). Meanwhile, for ∀b i ∈ B, we can get B l such that b i ∈ B l . So we can get the following formula.
From formula (2), (4) and (5), we can get the following formula.
Here, parameter τ i denotes the approximate error of f (b i , B lq ) in formula (2) . Through formula (2), (3) and (6), we can get the following conclusion.
Because parameter ε is a very small positive real number constant, the obtained parameter τ i is also a very small real number. Meanwhile, we define the parameter β t as follows.
Consequently, the representative set of X can be obtained by the formula of X * := {x t : b t ∈ B * }. On the basis of approximate extreme points and representative set, Nandan et al. [23] proposed the DeriveRS algorithm. This algorithm can extract representative set from the original data set and its time complexity is linear to the number of training data instances.
B. APPROXIMATE EXTREME POINTS LOW-RANK LINEARIZED SVM
In this section, the optimization problem of approximate extreme points SVM (AESVM) is introduced firstly. Then the optimization problem of approximate extreme points low-rank linearized SVM (AELLSVM) will be described detailedly. Assume that binary training data set is X = {x i :
. . , N } and its label set is Y = {y i : y i ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N }. By adopting approximate extreme points method, we can get the representative set of X, i.e., X * = {x t : x t ∈ R D , t = 1, 2, . . . , M } and its label set is Y = {y t : y t ∈ {−1, 1}, t = 1, 2, . . . , M }, M N (M is far smaller than N ). The optimization problem of AESVM [23] can be transformed as the following formula.
where
l(w, b, (x t )) denotes the empirical loss of training instanc x t . w 2 characterizes the model complexity of AESVM. C is used to make a balance between the model complexity of AESVM and the total empirical loss of training instances. It is worth noting that M is the number of training instances in the representative set X * obtained from X. Parameter β t is related to the approximate extreme points method and can be expressed as formula (8) . From the formula (2), (5) and (8), we can obtain β t ≈ 1 [29] , [30] , thus we assume β t = 1. Then formula (9) can be simplified as follows.
where l(w, b, (x t )) = max{0, 1 − y t (w T (x t ) + b)}, ∀x t ∈ X * and : R D −→ H , b ∈ R and w ∈ H , H a Hilbert space. Basing on training instances of X * , we construct a M × D training data matrix X r . In matrix X r , each row represents a training instance and each column represents one feature of training instances. Basing on label set Y * , we construct a M × 1 training label matrix y r . Similarly, the Q testing instances construct a Q×D testing data matrix X e . Supposing that we adopt a positive semi-definite (PSD) kernel function, i.e.,
is an association mapping function which can map the data instances from the input space to the high-dimensional feature space implicitly. Then the block kernel matrix defined in the training and testing data is as follows.
Here, K rr is a M × M kernel matrix defined on X r . K ee is a Q × Q kernel maxtrix defined on X e . K er is a Q × M kernel matrix defined on X e and X r . Then, the formula (10) can be transformed into the following dual optimization problem.
Here, α denotes the lagrangian multipliers and denotes the entry-wise product between matrixes. Then the prediction formula of testing instance is as follows.
Assume F = F r F e , and F i denotes the i-th column of F T . F r is a M × P kernel matrix. F e is a Q × P kernel maxtrix. F r and F e can be looked upon as empirical kernel map or ''virtual samples'' whose dimensionality P is the rank of K. The simplified AESVM will be equivalent to a linearized SVM which is trained on F r , y r and tested on F e , when it satisfies the following formula [11] .
Therefore, formula (10) can be transformed as the optimization problem of AELLSVM trained on F r and y r . And the formula is as follows.
where l(w, b,
The dual form of the optimization problem of AELLSVM is shown in the following formula.
Then the prediction formula of testing instance is as follows.
Because it satisfies the formula (13), the solution of formula (11) is equivalent to that of formula (15), i.e., α * =ᾱ * . And, the prediction of formula (12) is equivalent to that of formula (16), i.e.,ŷ e =ȳ e .
We adopt the Nytström [24] , [25] method to reduce the complexity of obtaining F r and F e . Given X r and K rr , it chooses k training instances from X r and constructs the subset Z. Basing on training instances of Z, we construct a k × k training data matrix X z . Meanwhile it provides an approximate kernel matrix, the rank of which is k. The matrix formula is shown as follows. (17) Here, K zz is a k × k kernel matrix defined on X z . K rz is a m × k kernel matrix defined on X r and X z . K zz satisfies the following formula.
Here, ∪ z is a k × k matrix composed of orthogonal eigenvectors, i.e., ∪ T z ∪ z = I k×k . ∧ z is a diagonal matrix and its diagonal eigenvalues are sorted in descending order, i.e., ∧ z (ii) = λ i .
As we can getK rr =F rF T r from formula (13), then by combining formula (17), we can also get the following formula.F
After theoretical analysis, it can be seen that the AELLSVM combines the advantages of the approximate extreme points method and the low-rank linearized SVM, that is to say, it can not only greatly reduce the number of training instances at the premise of keeping almost all the important information of the original data sets, but also characterize the kernel features of the data sets as much as possible.
C. IMPLEMENTATION OF AEML-LLSVM CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
Basing on the approximate extreme points low-rank linearized SVM, we propose AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. The main steps of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm are as follows.
Step1: data decomposition. AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm realizes data decomposition with the binary relevance transformation strategy. The binary relevance transformation strategy transforms the multi-label training data set S into m independent binary training data subsets S l j (l j ∈ L, j = 1, 2, · · · , m). Here, the number of data instances in S l j is the same as that in S. But the label of each data instance in S l j is determined by whether the corresponding data instance in S contains the designated label l j .
Step2: obtain the AELLSVM training model. Firstly, the RunDeriveRS algorithm (On the basis of the principle of approximate extreme points, the DeriveRS algorithm is modified slightly to satisfy the requirement of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm.) is used to extract the representative set S l * j from each binary training data subset S l j . Then, for each representative set S l * j , the Nytström method is firstly adopted to choose k landmark training instances from S l * j to construct the subset Z l j . Secondly, K z l j z l j , M z l j andF r is calculated. Finally, AELLSVM is trained onF r to obtain the AELLSVM training modelw l j .
Step3: obtain the prediction label set of multi-label testing data set. Firstly, K ez is calculated. Secondly, the prediction resultȳ e l j of each AELLSVM training modelw l j is obtained. Finally, by integrating the prediction resultsȳ e l j of m training models, we obtain the prediction label set Y of multi-label testing data set.
Step4: return the prediction label set. Basing the principle of AELLSVM, it can be expected that the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm can be applied on large-scale multi-label data sets effectively. It can reduce the training and testing time greatly under the premise of ensuring its classification performance similar to that of the traditional multi-label SVM classification algorithm. The pseudocode of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
When obtaining the representative sets, the time complexity of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is O(mN ). As the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm adopts AELLSVM to deal each binary data subset, the training time complexity of which is O(mMk 2 ). Here, k denotes the number of the landmark data instances, m denotes the number of labels, M denotes the number of data instances in the representative set and N denotes the number of data instances in the original training data set. So it can be seen that the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm accelerates the training mainly by restricting the number of support vectors and decreasing the scale of original training data set.
Algorithm 1 AEML-LLSVM Classification Algorithm
Input : S multi-label training data set
multi-label testing data set. P the largest number of data instances in the
subset after the first stage separation. V the largest number of data instances in the subset after the second stage separation. ε a very small positive real number constant. m total number of labels. k total number of landmark instances. Output: Y the prediction label set of multi-label testing data set S e . begin 1) The binary relevance transformation strategy is used to transform S into m independent binary training data subset, i.e.,
[5] Training AELLSVM onF r and obtain training modelw l j , according to formula (14) and (15); end 3) Obtaining the prediction label set Y of multi-label testing data set S e .
(a) Calculating 
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we will verify the effectiveness of the proposed AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm through extensive experiments. Before analyzing the experiment result, we firstly introduce three public multi-label data sets used in the experiment, three available multi-label classification algorithms and five frequently-used evaluation metrics. 
A. THREE PUBLIC MULTI-LABEL DATA SETS
In the experiment, we use three public and representative multi-label data sets to verify the effectiveness of the proposed AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. These public data sets can be downloaded from shared data web sites [26] and their properties are shown in TABLE 1.
B. THREE AVAILABLE MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
In the experiment, the proposed AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is compared with three representative multilabel classification algorithms, i.e., ML-LIBSVM, ML-CVM and ML-BVM. These three multi-label classification algorithms all use the binary relevance transformation strategy. The difference lies in the processing method of the transformed data set. The ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm adopts the standard SVM (LIBSVM [12] ) to process the transformed data set. The ML-CVM classification algorithm adopts CVM [13] to process the transformed data set. The ML-BVM classification algorithm adopts BVM [14] to process the transformed data set. These three multi-label classification algorithms have been widely used in many fields.
C. FIVE FREQUENTLY-USED EVALUATION METRICS
Compared with single-label (binary or multi-class) classification, the essential characteristic of multi-label classification is that each instance can contain many labels simultaneously. So the performance evaluation of multi-label classification algorithms is more complex. Thus many performance evaluation metrics of multi-label classification algorithms have been proposed and used [27] , [28] . We choose five frequentlyused evaluation metrics to evaluate our experiment results. They are hamming loss, one-error, coverage, ranking loss and average-precision. The characteristics of above five evaluation metrics are shown in TABLE 2. Among them, the symbol ↓ indicates the smaller the value, the better the performance. The symbol ↑ indicates the larger the value, the better the performance.
D. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In the experiment, to extract representative set from the original data set, three parameters P, V and ε need to be set for the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. Moreover, to characterize the kernel features of data set, parameter k also needs to be set. Meanwhile, two common parameters need to be set for the four multi-label classification algorithms and they are termination criterion parameter e and punishment parameter C for loss function. The actual values of parameters P, V , ε, k, e and C are obtained for specific data set through cross validation. Other three multi-label classification algorithms adopt RBF (Radial Basis Function) kernel, i.e., K (x, y) = exp(−γ x − y 2 2 ). Here, parameter γ represents the scale factor of kernel, · 2 represents the Euclidean distance. The experiment equipment is a lenovo desktop with 4GB memory, 3.5GHz main frequency and i5-4690 processor. We will introduce the parameter settings for each data set and analyze the experiment results detailedly.
For data set of nus-wide, the four parameters are set as P = 150, V = 90, ε = 0.96 and k = 200 for the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. Moreover, parameters e and C are all set as e = 2.05e −4 and C = 1.0 for the four multi-label classification algorithms. The experiment results and time cost of four multi-label classification algorithms are shown respectively in TABLE 3 and 4.
Data in TABLE 3 indicates that compared with the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, the values of hamming loss and one-error increases by 0.23% and 6.84% respectively in the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm, and the value of coverage, ranking loss and average-precision decreased by 1.6385, 3.02% and 1.51%. The results indicate that the performance of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is similar to that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, and is superior to that of ML-CVM and ML-BVM classification algorithms on evaluation metrics of hamming loss, one-error and average-precision. It also can be seen from TABLE 4 that the training and testing time of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is the shortest, they are 1/10.28 and 1/20.77 of that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm respectively, 1/4.22 and 1/16.57 of that of ML-CVM classification algorithm, 1/2.20 and 1/10.70 of that of ML-BVM classification algorithm. Data in TABLE 3 and 4 fully demonstrate that the proposed AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm can greatly shorten the training and testing time under the premise of keeping its performance comparable to that of the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm. For data set of mediamill, the four parameters are set as P = 150, V = 180, ε = 0.062 and k = 400 in the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. Moreover, parameters e and C are all set as e = 1.95e −5 and C = 4.0 for the four multi-label classification algorithms. The experiment results and time cost of four multi-label classification algorithms are shown respectively in TABLE 5 and 6.
Data in TABLE 5 indicates that compared with the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, the values of coverage, ranking loss, hamming loss and one-error increases by 5.3326, 3.63%, 0.79% and 13.75% respectively in the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm, and the value of average-precision decreased by 13.07%. The results indicate that the performance of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is similar to that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, and is superior to that of ML-CVM and ML-BVM classification algorithm on evaluation metrics of hamming loss, one-error and average-precision. It also can be seen from TABLE 6 that the training and testing time of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is the shortest, they are 1/24.63 and 1/5.47 of that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm respectively, 1/2.93 and 1/5.57 of that of ML-CVM classification algorithm, 1/1.72 and 1/4.07 of that of ML-BVM classification algorithm. Data in TABLE 5 and 6 fully demonstrate that the proposed AEML-LLSVM algorithm can greatly shorten the training and testing time under the premise of keeping its performance comparable to that of the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm.
For data set of tmc2007-500, the four parameters are set as P = 80, V = 50, ε = 1.67 and k = 600 in the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. Moreover, parameters e and C are all set as e = 2.05e −4 and C = 1.0 for the four multi-label classification algorithms. The experiment results and time cost of four multi-label classification algorithms are shown respectively in TABLE 7 and 8.
Data in TABLE 7 indicates that compared with the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, the values of coverage, ranking loss, hamming loss and one-error increases by 3.0762,9.68%, 6.26% and 27.87% respectively in the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm, and the value of average-precision decreased by 29.26%. The results indicate that the performance of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is similar to that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm, and is superior to that of ML-CVM and ML-BVM classification algorithm on the five evaluation metrics. It also can be seen from TABLE 8 that the training and testing time of AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is the shortest, they are 1/8.21 and 1/7.82 of that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm respectively, 1/1.55 and 1/3.72 of that of ML-CVM classification algorithm, 1/1.10 and 1/2.71 of that of ML-BVM classification algorithm. Data in TABLE 7 and 8 fully demonstrate that the proposed AEML-LLSVM algorithm can greatly shorten the training and testing time under the premise of keeping its performance comparable to that of the ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm is proposed to solve the problem that overlong training and testing time restricts the traditional multi-label SVM classification algorithms from being used on large-scale multi-label data sets. This algorithm combines the advantages of the approximate extreme points method and low-rank linearized SVM, that is to say, it shortens the training and testing time greatly, and charaterizes the kernel characteristic of data sets as far as possible under the premise of keeping its classification performance comparable to that of ML-LIBSVM classification algorithm. The experimental results on three public largescale multi-label data sets demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the AEML-LLSVM classification algorithm. These will enlarge its range of application on large-scale multi-label data sets.
